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In our previous work, a strong-coupling approach was successfully used to simulate
highly flexible wings interacting with surrounding fluid flows in a globally Eulerian framework for both fluid and solid. However there was a strong assumption to simplify the
formulation: the wing structure has the same density as the surrounding fluid. Here, using
a fast-tracking method to efficiently identify the solid and fluid areas and solving modified
momentum equations and pressure Poisson equation with variable (but still incompressible)
density, we were able to apply the same idea to solve flapping-wing system with arbitrary
density ratio. In the investigation of effects by different density ratio, for the same shear
modulus, higher structural density actually leads to a “softer” appearance with larger deformation of the wing, as a result of relatively stronger inertial effect. Meanwhile, the wake
structure changes from inverse Kármán vortex street to Kármán vortex street and results
in a transition from thrust producing to drag producing. Using Euler-Bernoulli beam theory, we analytically obtained the first three natural frequencies and their corresponding
modes for the same wing used in numerical simulation. We found that the basic dynamics
can be adequately described by these three modes and the leading frequency. The linear
analysis also predicts the appearance of higher modes at larger density ratio in our nonlinear numerical simulations. On the other hand, the structure shows responses at higher
frequency, especially for higher modes, as a clear indication of the system’s nonlinearity.

I.

Introduction

Birds and insects have survived by taking the advantage of flapping flexible wings for high energy efficiency and incredible maneuverability, when fixed-wing design of conventional airplanes fails at the same
low Reynolds number. The flapping-wing design from the nature has inspired human being to manufacture
those from ancient flight machines to modern unmanned aerial vehicles. Especially, with the recent demand
of micro air vehicles (MAVs), flapping-wing design draws its attention by many desirable characteristics at
low Reynolds number regime.1
Starting with the pioneer work by Knoller2 and Betz3 in thrust generation by a flapping wing, numerous
research in experiments and numerical simulation has been done to understand the propulsion by flapping
wings and was summarized in various places.4–7 Because of extra complexity brought in by wing flexibility,
majority of works focused on rigid wings4, 8–10 or prescribed deformable wings.11, 12 However, recently,
there was increasing interest and number of works in truly flexible wings with fully coupled fluid-structure
interaction in both experiments and numerical simulation.7, 13–15
In our study, we used a strong-coupling approach to simulate highly flexible wings interacting with
surrounding fluid flows in a globally Eulerian framework for both fluid and solid. The idea was based on an
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immersed boundary approach solving a combined Eulerian fluid-solid equation proposed by Zhao, Freund,
and Moser (ZFM).16 To control the flapping trajectory, Yang, Wei, and Zhao (YWZ)15 later modified ZFM
algorithm to include control cells. In both ZFM and YWZ formulations, they made the same assumption of
using the same density for both solid and fluid. This assumption successfully simplified the algorithm and
reduced the computational cost, however, it also made impossible to study the effect from mass ratio which
was listed as one of similarity parameters by Ishihara et al.13 Here, based on YWZ formulation and following
the same idea, we extend the algorithm to handle arbitrary mass ratio. A fast-tracking method is introduced
to dynamically recognize the solid points on Cartesian mesh. Then, the discontinuity of density is included
by modifying the original pressure Poisson equation with a variable mass ratio coefficient and the momentum
equation with variable density. The new approach allows us to study the propulsion features and structure
responses by wings with different densities. Furthermore, structural analysis based on Euler-Bernoulli beam
theory and the mode decomposition of our system were conducted.
For the rest of the paper, the algorithm details are shown in section II, the numerical simulation results
and structural analysis are in section III, and the final conclusion is presented in section IV

II.

Numerical algorithm

The numerical simulation is based on a monolithic approach to solve fluid motion, solid motion, and their
interaction by a combined Eulerian description, while the elastic-stress being solved on a Lagrangian mesh
then projected back to the Eulerian mesh as extra bodyforce terms. The original ZFM formulation16 is
∇·u=0
∂u
1
∇2 u + ∇ · χs τ elas ,
+ u · ∇u = −∇p +
∂t
Ref

(1)

where a characteristic function χs is defined by

1 in Ω
s
χs =
0 otherwise

(2)

to specify solid elasticity in “wing area” Ωs (figure 1). The fluid Reynolds number is Ref = ρ∗f U ∗ L∗ /µ∗f . A
simple nonlinear neo-Hookean model is used for elasticity τ elas = µs (A · AT − I), where solid shear modulus
is nondimensionalized by µs = µ∗s /ρ∗s (U ∗ )2 . However, this formulation lacks the mechanism to define the
motion of certain components for desirable moving trajectories (i.e. flapping). Therefore, as shown in
figure 1, we implemented rigid control cells inside the elastic body as skeleton structure to flap the wing. To
assure an accurate description of skeleton’s moving trajectory, a typical immersed boundary method using
direct-forcing approach17 was applied on the control cells only and fitted into the otherwise elastic body
moving passively through fluid-structure interaction (FSI) (figure 2).

Figure 1. The sketch of mesh configuration for a NACA airfoil: Cartesian mesh with thin lines is the global Eulerian
mesh; triangles with thick lines are the local Lagrangian mesh for solid (Ωs ); dark triangles are control cells (Ωc ).
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Figure 2. Schematics for flapping motion: control cells are at the leading edge.

Then, the momentum equation with flapping capability becomes
∂u
1
∇2 u + ∇ · χs τ elas + χc f,
+ u · ∇u = −∇p +
∂t
Ref

(3)

where χc is defined similarly but with value only in control region Ωc , and the bodyforce f is applied to
prescribe active plunging motion at leading edge. This is exactly the formulation used in YWZ15 for flapping
wing simulation. Both ZFM and YWZ assumed the same density of solid and fluid. To consider the effect
from mass ratio Rρ = ρs /ρf (the inverse of mass number used by Ishihara et al.13 ), we modify the pressure
gradient term with a variable density ρs,f ,
∂u
1
∇p
+
∇2 u + ∇ · χs τ elas + χc f,
+ u · ∇u = −
∂t
ρs,f
Ref
where
ρs,f =


ρ

s

 ρf

on solid points;
on fluid points.

(4)

(5)

The solid and fluid densities are non-dimensionalized in a consistent way, such that ρs = ρ∗s /ρ∗f and ρf = 1.
In principle, we can use the projection between the global Eulerian mesh and the solid Lagrangian points
to trace the solid boundary, in the same way of handing elasticity terms.15, 16 However, the projection between
the meshes is expensive, and it becomes less necessary when the value is not sensitive to the locations of solid
points. So that, we develop a fast-tracking method to dynamically recognize the location of Eulerian mesh
points in fluid or solid areas, and assign the right density accordingly. The method simply goes through
all solid cells, where possible Cartesian mesh points are checked if they are inside the cell. The criterion is
based on a basic geometric property that a point P locates inside a triangle ∆ABC if m, n ∈ [0, 1] for m
and n being the solution of
P = A + m(B − A) + n(C − A),
(6)
where the symbol of points are referred to their individual Cartesian coordinates. Since the number of
solid points is, at least, two orders lower than the total Eulerian mesh points, and the possible Cartesian
points reside only in a small box area at the size of a solid cell, the computational cost for this tracking
process becomes negligible. With the tracking, all Eulerian points will be assigned solid or fluid densities
accordingly for the modified momentum and pressure Poisson equations. It is noticed that the elastic-stress
can be distributed to boundary points even geometrically in “fluid” region,16 the density of these boundary
points should be considered as solid for density in order to satisfy the pressure boundary condition.
With the standard projection method for solving incompressible Navier-Stokes equations,18 the different
density between the fluid and solid also ends up with a modified pressure Poisson equation with variable
density,
∇p
= ∇ · û,
(7)
∇·
ρs,f
where û is the intermedia velocity for projection method. The equation is ill-conditioned and was solved by
Preconditioned Conjugate Gradient Method.
For overall time advancement, we used the same third-order Runge-Kutta/Crank-Nicolson Scheme with
direct forcing implemented as being detailed in YWZ.15 Other numerical details, including the projection/interpolation procedure, are referred to the ZFM work.16
3

III.

Simulation results and analysis

The numerical simulation was taken in a square area with −2 < x < 2 and −2 < y < 2 nondimensionalized
by an arbitrary length scale L, which is twice as long as the cord length c of our flexible wings before
deformation. A uniform 800 × 800 Cartesian mesh was used for Eulerian description, while triangular cells
were used for Lagrangian description of the wing structure. As shown in figure 2, control cells at the leading
edge moved at speed
vx = 0,
vy = 2akπ cos 2kπt,
(8)
where a is the amplitude of oscillatory motion and k is the frequency. For all cases, we chose k = 1
and a = 0.1 and studied the effects from mass ratio only. Reynolds number was 500, which is based on
the undeformed cord length c, incoming free-stream speed, and fluid properties. The nondimensional solid
elastic shear modulus was µs = 100. In this section, we first check the flow field and structural deformation,
then perform analytical analysis and mode decomposition.
III.A.

Wake pattern in fluid flow and the effect on thrust/drag

Figure 3 shows different wake structures (top) and structural deformations (bottom) for flapping wings at
different mass ratio Rρ = 0.2, 1, and 5. As the mass ratio Rρ increases, larger deformation is shown as
a result of higher inertial effect. Though the shear modulus keeps the same, the structure appears to be
“softer” with larger bending by relatively stronger inertial force. The wake structure behind flapping wings
also changes from reverse Kármán vortex street to Kármán vortex street.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 3. Wake pattern (top) and zoom-in structure deformation (bottom) of wings flapping at frequency k = 1 but
with different solid/fluid mass ratio: (a) Rρ = 0.2; (b)Rρ = 1 ;(c)Rρ = 5.

Figure 4 plots mean velocity profiles at a down stream location x = 1.0 for all above cases. The change
of mean velocity profile to deficit is a clear indication of the system changing from small thrust producing
(Rρ = 0.2 and 1) to actually drag producing (Rρ = 5).
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Figure 4. The mean velocity profile at downstream location x = 1 for flapping wings with Rρ = 0.2 (
(
), Rρ = 5 (
).

III.B.

), Rρ = 1

Structural analysis and mode decomposition

To better understand structural response, we conduct a simple structural analysis using Euler-Bernoulli beam
theory.19 Here, we neglect the coupling between the transverse and axial vibrations and the nonlinearity
of constitutive relation (i.e. neo-Hookean relation). The nondimensional equation of motion governing the
Euler beam’s transverse vibration y(x, t) is


∂2y
∂
∂2y
(9)
Rρ H(x) 2 + 2 EI(x) 2 = P (x, t)
∂t
∂x
∂x
with boundary conditions
y|x=0 = a sin(2kπt),
and

∂y
∂x

=
x=0

∂2y
∂x2

=
x=l



∂
∂2y
EI(x) 2
∂x
∂x

(10)
= 0,

(11)

x=l

where Rρ is equivalent to ρs by our nondimensionalization, H(x) is the structure thickness, E is Young’s
modulus (E = 3µs in our case), I(x) is the moment of inertia, l is the length of the beam, P (x, t) is the
fluid-structure interaction load. NACA0012 is used in this linear analysis to keep the same configuration as
in the nonlinear numerical simulation.
We can separate the leading-edge motion from y(x, t) and set an appropriate P (x, t), so that, (9) changes
to a homogeneous problem for the residual u = y − a sin(2kπt) as


∂2u
∂
∂2u
(12)
Rρ H(x) 2 + 2 EI(x) 2 = 0
∂t
∂x
∂x
with boundary conditions
u|x=0

∂u
=
∂x

x=0

∂2u
=
∂x2

x=l



∂2u
∂
EI(x) 2
=
∂x
∂x
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= 0.
x=l

(13)

Using method of variables separation, we can solve (12) as an eigen-value problem and obtain the natural
frequency ωi and natural modes Φi (x) of the NACA0012 beam. It is noticed that the orthonormalization of
the natural modes is defined by
Z l
H(x)Φm (x)Φn (x)dx = αn δm,n ,
(14)
0

φi

ωi

where δm,n is Kronecker’s delta and αn is a normalization factor.

k

(a)

Rρ

x

(b)

Figure 5. (a)The correlation between mass ratio and the 1st (
), 2nd (
), 2nd (
) and 3rd (
) natural mode shape.
(b)The 1st (

) and 3rd (

) natural frequencies.

Figure 5(a) shows the relation between the natural frequencies and mass ratio. The natural frequencies
decrease with mass ratio increasing. Therefore, with the same forcing frequency being imposed at the leading
edge, it becomes easier to excite higher modes at higher mass ratio. As shown in figure 5(b), the shape of the
first mode is almost a straight line, which exists in all cases and can be considered as rigid-body pitching.
The higher modes represent different types of bending and contribute to a “softer” appearance at high mass
ratio cases. Thus, it is consistent with the observation from numerical simulations.
The solution of (9) can be expanded on the base functions (i.e. natural modes) as
y(x, t) = a sin(2kπt) +

∞
X

Ai (t)Φi (x)

(15)

i=1

with the first term for leading-edge plunging motion. We assume that the nonlinear solution from numerical
simulation can be approximated by an expansion on the same bases. So, the simulation solution ysim ,
instead of the linear solution y from (9), can be used to calculate modes’ coefficients Ai (t) by using Galerkin
projection:
Z l
1
Ai (t) =
[ysim (x, t) − a sin(2kπt)]H(x)Φi (x)dx
(16)
αi 0
Since modes higher than the 3rd order can not be excited, there is no need to include more than three modes
in expansion. In fact, figure (6) shows that three modes are adequate to represent the simulation solution.
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Figure 6. The center line of flapping wing at certain instant obtained from numerical simulation (
) at (a)Rρ = 0.2; (b)Rρ = 5.
by using three modes (
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Figure 7. The frequency spectrum of Ai (t) with (a)Rρ = 1; (b)Rρ = 10.

Applying Fourier transform on coefficients Ai (t) yields their frequency spectrum. Two frequencies are
observed in figure 7: one is leading-edge forcing frequency k, and the other is 3k. According to linear
vibration theory, the response frequency must be same as excitation frequency. Thus the second frequency
can only be introduced by nonlinearity. It is noticed that the amplitude of the second frequency grows with
the mass ratio increasing. It is consistent with the increase of nonlinearity when the structure has larger
deformation and stronger interaction with the fluid flow.
Overall, the leading-edge forcing frequency still plays a dominant role as shown in figure 7. To further
simplify the model, we use only the frequency k to describe the flapping motion as
y(x, t) = a sin(2kπt) +

3
X

Ã0i sin(2kπt + βi )Φi (x)

i=1

where Ã0i and βi are the amplitude and phase of each mode with single frequency k.
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Figure 8. The trajectories of the point at x = 0.9c being obtained from numerical simulation (
with three modes at frequency k (
) for (a)Rρ = 0.2; (b)Rρ = 5.

(a)

βi

Ã0i

Figure 8 shows that three modes at leading-edge forcing frequency k can approximate the flapping motion
well. Thus, the complex nonlinear motion of flexible flapping wing may be approximated well by variables
(Ã0i , βi ).

Rρ

(b)

Figure 9. The correlation between mass ratio and (a)amplitude and (b)phase of 1st (
(
) modes.

Rρ
), 2nd (

) and 3rd

Figure 9 shows that the amplitude Ã0i grows with mass ratio and the high order modes play more
important role at higher mass ratio, which is consistent with our previous analysis. The phase of first mode,
β1 , keeps about the same at around 90◦ when the mass ratio changes; while the phase delay of higher modes
shows more observable changes which can result in the change of propulsion efficiency.8

IV.

Conclusion

We have successfully developed a combined algorithm to study the flapping flexible wings with different
density for solid and fluid. The overall continuity equation and momentum equations were solved on a
uniform Eulerian coordinate, while the solid elasticity and the trajectory of control cells are represent by the
body force in corresponding region. The difference in density for solid and fluid is tracked and included in
8

modified momentum equations and pressure Poisson equation with variable coefficients.
The effect of mass ratio on the propulsion of flapping flexible wings was studied. The structure of wake
vortex street and the mean velocity profile at downstream location both show that the flexible wings can
turn from thrust producing to drag producing as the mass ratio increasing.
A simple analytical model was set up to study the effect from mass ratio on structural responses. The
increase in mass ratio will reduce all natural frequencies. Therefore, natural modes at higher order can
be excited easier at higher mass ratio. The higher modes contribute to larger deformation and can be
the possible reason for lower propulsion efficiency. Our analysis also shows that the first three modes are
adequate in describing current flapping-wing cases and the leading frequency k along contributes to most
of the dynamics, though frequency 3k starts to appear and play more significant role as the nonlinearity
increases.
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